Six Sigma Tool Navigator: The Master Guide For Teams
Synopsis

Six Sigma Tool Navigator is the only lean resource that provides a complete compendium of tools for teams engaged in Six Sigma improvement activities. In addition, it offers actual tools, definitions, and techniques you need to move your organization closer to producing minimal defects. Six Sigma Tool Navigator includes a complete collection of the latest improvement techniques and Six Sigma tool strings. The tool strings allow Six Sigma teams to combine Six Sigma tools to accomplish a particular outcome. Six Sigma Tool Navigator goes beyond mere definitions — it acts as a true navigator, classifying each tool by process application, description of various applications of the tool, possible links to "before and after" tools, and problem-solving phases most applicable for the tool. And all of this information and guidance is provided in an easy-to-use format. Six Sigma Tool Navigator will enhance your team facilitation skills and assist you at every step in your diverse problem solving and process-improvement efforts.
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Customer Reviews

This is not a book you sit down and read. It's a cookbook full of ideas and ways to string together many different tools from start to finish. It's a good reference book for people like me that need assistance and examples of how to tackle different problems in a collaborative way to find solutions based on facts and not biased by one person's opinion.
debia de estar mejor organizado por fases DMAIC y despues por herramientas para una vision integral de la filosofia de seis sigma

Book was in good shape, turnaround time was quick and transaction was smooth. Reasonable price for this resource too. Thanks.

This is a great book, unfortunately the printing is missing the 3th ink color text so is completely useless. Replaced twice with the same problem.
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